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Top Ratings for HHL in the CHE Ranking 

 
HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management topped the table of the ranking of Master 

programs which was compiled by the Centrum für Hochschulentwicklung (Center for 

Higher Education Development, CHE) and will be published in the edition of ZEIT CAMPUS 

1/2021. The summary by CHE reads, “Among the Saxon universities, HHL in Leipzig has 

been positively rated in particular by the students from its Master programs in the field of 

business administration. This university achieves top ranks in the nationwide comparison 

for its student support, teaching portfolio but also the relationship to science in the 

programs.” 

 (CHE press release dated November 30, 2020) 

 

HHL ranks among the frontrunners in the following categories: 

Teaching Portfolio, Study Organization, Student Support, Studying Abroad, Transition 

from Bachelor to Master Program. 

 

 

The Centrum für Hochschulentwicklung (CHE) evaluates student reviews as well as facts 

on instruction and research to rank the different Master programs. HHL students awarded 

top grades to the study organization in the CHE Ranking. They stated that they were 100 

percent satisfied with the number of participants per class.  

 

Roman Pastoors, HHL Master student (MSc20):  
“I can only confirm the results from my own experience. HHL is a very personal university. 
Despite its growing size and internationality, everybody knows everyone. The course 
content is perfectly coordinated and tailored to the students’ needs. The excellent 
guidance offered by the professors and the appropriate group sizes in class make business 
administration studies here a very pleasant and highly effective experience.” 
 
The content and range of courses is also appreciated very highly by HHL students. 
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Prof. Dr. Alexander Lahmann, Academic Director of HHL's Master Programs, says: 
“We are thrilled that our students award top grades to HHL's teaching portfolio as well. 
They appreciate the opportunity to choose an individual focus, the school's international 
orientation and the broad curriculum. Our interdisciplinary offer which closely links the 
classic fields of business administration such as finance, marketing and strategy seems to 
provide the students with precisely what is relevant to the executives of tomorrow.” 
 
http://www.che.de/downloads/ranking2020/presse/che-ranking2020-master-
sachsen.pdf 
 
The CHE University Ranking 

The CHE University Ranking is the most extensive and detailed of its kind in the German-
speaking area, examining more than 300 university-level institutions and surveying a total 
of 120,000 students. The following subjects were included in the CHE Ranking this year: 
economic sciences, business informatics, business engineering at universities and 
business administration and economics at universities, technical colleges and universities 
of applied sciences. 
 
HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management  

HHL stands out for highest quality in teaching, a clear research focus and effective 
knowledge transfer into practice as well as its outstanding student services. The 2020 
edition of the renowned Global Masters in Management Ranking has awarded top places 
to the education offered at HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management both in Europe 
and worldwide. The courses of study include a university-level, full and part-time Master 
in Management education in the form of M.Sc. and MBA programs, a doctoral program as 
well continuing education courses.  HHL.de 
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